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Summer adventures abound – RAAC results, Junior champions, Super Steiner Students and thrilling trail rides in 

Colorado – Pomona Chapter Riders have had a busy summer! 

First Sharon Carpenter 

Scholarship Awarded   

Karen O’Neill won the first Sharon Carpenter Scholarship 

award.  She received a scholarship of $240 to pursue 

further dressage education to reach her next riding goals.  

The following is an excerpt of her scholarship application. 

 

The Sharon Carpenter Scholarship is awarded annually to 

Pomona Chapter members.  Started by the family of 

Sharon Carpenter, the scholarship is meant to celebrate 

Sharon’s love of her horses and dressage. 

 

“Just eight months ago, I was presented with a private 

opportunity to purchase a lovely Holsteiner gelding named 

Larnach.  Even though I knew it would be very difficult  

financially, I decided to jump in and enter a new phase of 

my dressage career: horse owner.  I am excited about 

working towards many long-term goals with my new 

partner.  I am equally humbled by being the sole steward of 

this magnificent creature.  

 

My current educational goals in dressage include riding 

through third level and beyond, with an attempt at earning a 

USDF bronze medal.  My horse and I are working at first 

level, and we will continue working every day toward 

moving up the levels.  An additional goal of mine is to 

compete in musical freestyle.  I will need the first level 

scores required to show freestyle, so I am very motivated to 

compete this year at first level.  I can’t wait to dance with 

my new partner.   

My most important goal is to produce a fit, 

healthy, and happy horse. 

 

If awarded this scholarship, how would I use 

it?  My trainer wants me to take regular 

lessons with her trainer, the accomplished 

rider, Kathleen Raine.  I feel that my horse and 

I are now ready, but financially, I am unable.  I 

would use the scholarship money specifically 

to take lessons with Kathleen.  This 

scholarship would enable me to work together 

with both of these well-respected riders, and 

would help me greatly in continuing to work 

towards my goals.    
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Editor’s Corner  

 

“Adventures” 

 

Do you remember learning how to swim?  I decided I 

would give it a try this summer.  I never learned as a kid, so 

this would be an adventure.  I sank.  Like a stone.  Next, I 

flailed.  A lot.  Eventually, I sought advice!  And then, I 

learned a few simple strokes.  The best part of the whole 

experience was learning something new. 

Several other chapter members learned something new 

by riding in clinics.  Betsy Steiner, Willy Arts, Kathleen Raine, 

David Wilson and Debbie McDonald all taught Pomona 

Chapter members this summer. 

A few of the Pomona Chapter steeds learned new skills 

this summer.  Adventures in Colorado included jumping logs, 

climbing hills and searching for deer.   

When learning during everyday riding slows down, it 

might be time to try something new.  A new clinic, a new 

movement, even a new skill away from riding can freshen up 

your every day ride. 

Fall  is the perfect time to try new things – can’t wait 

to hear about everyone’s exciting NEW adventures! 

 

Amy 
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 

 

    If you have something you would like to 

share with the Chapter about yourself, your 

horse or some other equestrian related 

experience, we invite you to submit your story 

to the newsletter editor for inclusion in one of 

our upcoming issues.  Submissions may be 

edited and will be reviewed by the Board and 

editor for suitability.  Letters to the 

Editor/Board are also encouraged. 

Send your submissions via email to 

slm514@aol.com  

or by regular post  to 

   Free Rein c/o  Amy Miller 

2712 Amherst 

Fullerton, CA  92831 
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Kathleen Raine shares wisdom with Dressage Divas! 

 

By Tiffany Kell Brinton 

 

The Divas are at it again. This year's educational riding clinic featured Kathleen Raine.  Kathleen 

came to give all the girls who were able to attend 45 minute private lessons on Monday July 27th at 

Hillcrest Equestrian Center in Chino Hills, CA.  The nine girls who rode all made really nice 

improvements to their riding from the two-time Olympic alternate.  Most girls are gearing up for the 

upcoming junior championships and were excited to get all the extra help they could gleam from her. 

Kathleen was kind and encouraging, reinforcing with all the girls more forward movement from 

their inside leg and more throughness, using the inside rein to first help the horses give in their bodies 

and then straighten up with the out side rein. Kathleen used a number of exercises from simple to more 

complicated but always achieving the desired forward and soft going horses.  There were also lots of well 

placed transitions to keep the horses balanced and confident.  Kathleen was good to hone in on each 

girls weakness, such as not looking up and needing more stretching down in their heels and for some to 

sit straighter and have softer more giving hands.  Kathleen nicely geared each lesson to each girls ability 

and yet pushed just a little bit further always getting positive results.  The chapter can be proud of how 

well all the girls rode.  The Divas also bar-b-qued a really good lunch; yes, they cooked it themselves, 

which included lots of home made salads and desserts. 

Participants included Angelica Oliver, McKenna Spencer,:Morgan Spencer, Julissa Hoogeveen, Olivia 

Jones, Karlie Lestina, Karyn De Andrade, Sara Fuentes, Brianne Kaak, and new comer who came to 

watch and learn, Karlie Pardue.   The event was organized by Tiffany Kell Brinton and Sarah Lockman of 

TK Equestrian and W Farms. 

  

Dressage Divas Do Divinely at the CDS Junior Championships!!   

Katie Keegan competed at first level in the 14 to 18 year old age group.  “My first experience at 

championships was extremely nerve racking. I wasn’t really sure what to expect until I got to LAEC and 

noticed all the juniors just having a great time and then all my nerves went away. Then my experience 

was completely fun and care free! The competition aspect of was as difficult as I expected but was still a 

ton of fun. The whole weekend was truly a blast, I was so grateful to be able to spend my first time at 

championships with the Pomona Chapter girls.”  Katie was riding Hezekiah, owned by Anneke Yamate. 

 

Karlie Purdue joined the Dressage Divas for the first time this year.  She rode in the 14 years old and 

under training level championships.  “I had a fun time at the championships. I was very nervous, but also 

very excited. As we packed our trailer, I was sure we were going to forget something, but my Mom said 

not to worry because the LA Equestrian Center had a tack store. When we got there I was surprised at 

how big the Equidome was. I have never seen so many junior riders at one place. I was nervous to ride 

with them all, but everyone was very cautious and safe. Competing against so many juniors wasn't as 

stressful as I thought, it was actually fun! I am excited to be a part of the Pomona Chapter, all of the girls 

are very nice. I can't wait until next years championships!” 

 

Angelica Oliver-Mays also rode in the 14 years old and under training level championships.  “My time at 

the L.A. equestrian center was awesome because the atmosphere was amazing and it had the most 

beautiful arenas for such an important occasion. I had the best time ever riding there. One of the things 

that I liked the most was that some of the people that were there were very nice to everybody. I hope that 

I could have the possibility to go there again. If I do go there again I will be riding another horse that will 

be just as good at dressage as the one I rode before in which I won a fourth place ribbon in the team 

competition and a tenth place ribbon in the training level 14 and under class out of all of southern 

California. My pony’s name is Pokey and yes he is very pokey that is why his name is Pokey. Pokey is a 
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very great horse, sure he can be knotty (naughty), but when he is not knotty (naughty) he rides 

absolutely fantastic. One of the things that I love about him is that he is always nice to me and hasn’t 

done anything to hurt me but he makes my muscles hurt. “ 

 

Makenna Spencer won the Training Level championships for the 14 years old and under.  “After a year’s 

worth of hard work and training me, along with my horse, Prince Albert, were finally off to our first Junior 

Southern California Championships.  Our category was junior age 14 and under Training Level.  But I 

wasn’t alone.  Katie Keegan, age 15 was riding First Level on Hezekiah, our trainer, Sarah Lockman, 

with W Farms, was there to coach us every step of the way. 

I was very excited to be at the LA Equestrian Center, with the opportunity to ride in the Equidome.  

Aside from riding, we put together our tack room, stalls, and hung up our hot pink homemade stall signs.  

We were lucky to be in the Pomona Chapter with the rest of the Dressage Divas.   

During the first 2 days I had quite a few rides.  I participated in the equitation class in which I 

received a 74% in 6

th

 place.  Later that day I took first place in a test of choice.  On Saturday I rode in 

Training Test 3, which went towards one of my individual scores.  I won that class with a 69.8% and got a 

halter as a prize!  For the last 2 rides of the day, Prince Albert and I completed in Training 1 and 2 for the 

team challenge.  At the end of the day, my teammates and I took the oral and written dressage exam 

which we had studied for earlier.  Sunday, was the most exciting and nerve racking day of the weekend 

for me.  I rode in Training Test 4, the last score that went towards my winning the cup.  While waiting for 

my score, I became acquainted with the soon –to- be reserve champion, Samantha Burnett.  I think 

waiting for my scores was one of the hardest things I went through that weekend.  But with the support 

from my family, friends, and trainer, I anxiously awaited.  I was in complete and total shock when I 

checked my final scores with Sarah.  Prince Albert and I earned the title of Southern Region Training 

Level Junior Champion.  What a weekend!” 
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Southern California Junior 

CDS Championship Results  

Team Results 

 

Training Level Team: 

4

th

 place “Be Dazzled” 

Makenna Spencer 

Angelica Oliver 

Kaylie Nester 

 

First Level Teams 

1st place “Bling It On #2” 

Sarah Fuentes 

Julissa Hoogeveen 

Kaylie Nester 

 

2

nd

 Place “Bling It On #1” 

Oivia Jones 

Kathryn Keegan 

Mallory Thompson 

 

Third Level Team 

1

st

 place 

Hayley Buckingham 

Brianne Kaak 

Alexa Rodriguez 

 

Individuals Results 

 

Equitation (13 and under) 

6

th

 place Makenna Spencer 

Angelica Oliver 

 

Equitation (14-18) 

3

rd

 Place  Brianne Kaak 

4

th

 Place  Kaylie Nester (out of 17) 

 

 

Equitation (18-21) 

3

rd

 place Sarah Fuentes 

 

Championship Classes 

 

Training Level (13 and under) 

Champion:  Makenna Spencer 

4

th

 place Karlie Purdue 

10

th

 place Angelica Oliver 

 

Training Level (18 – 21) 

Reserve Champion:  Sara Fuentes 

 

 

First level (14 – 18) 

4

th

 place Julissa Hoogeveen 

 

First level (18 – 21) 

3

rd

 place Sara Fuentes 

 

Third Level 

7

th

 place Hayley Buckingham  

 

Fourth level 

2

nd

 place Alexa Rodriquez 
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W Farms hosts a Ride your Test clinic to benefit the Dressage Divas. 

 

By Alisa Wilson 

 

As the Southern Junior Young Rider Championship show in August rapidly approaches, many 

junior riders are working hard to raise money for what can be an expensive show. This past June, David 

Wilson and W Farms did their part to help raise money for the CDS Pomona Chapter junior riders by 

holding a unique “Ride Your Test Clinic”.  

The clinic began on a beautiful Sunday morning in W Farms’ main dressage arena. Participants 

were encouraged to warm up their horses in one of the property’s alternate rings, and then enter the 

dressage ring and ride a current official USDF dressage test of their choice while David judged the test 

from his seat at the front of the ring. After the rider finished his or her test, David coached the rider for 

fifteen or twenty minutes over the loudspeaker, focusing on the areas of the test where the rider needed 

the most improvement. Many people opted to ride two tests during their clinic slot, allowing them to 

actively apply the training they received after the first test to try to improve their second score. David 

expands on his idea behind the clinic, “I think I made riders think about improving their strategy in riding a 

test. You should have a strategy to training your horse, and you should have the same when you ride a 

test. My first goal was to help them identify their problems in a test, and then tell them how they can form 

a strategy to fix it those problems”. 

Riders and auditors alike were continually impressed with the progress that riders were able to 

make during the clinic. Several riders expressed their enthusiasm over having a chance to directly apply 

the training they were receiving to a test, something that is not possible during traditional clinics.  

The event ran from 9am to 5 pm, with each rider granted a 30 minute slot. Nearly 20 riders 

participated, as well as about 25 auditors. Best Best & Krieger Attorney’s at Law sponsored the event 

and provided a very nice lunch for all riders and auditors. The Pomona Chapter Junior riders also 

volunteered their time to help run the clinic. Junior riders provided several services throughout the day, 

from helping scribe and score the tests, to keeping time and reading tests for riders.  

The clinic proved itself to be a big success, with over $1,000 raised for the 2009 Championship 

show. Rider and auditor responses were so positive, W Farms has plans to hold several more “Ride your 

Test Clinics”, perhaps four or five a year. Keep visiting W Farms on the net for more info on when the 

next clinic will be held! 

TM 
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 Super Show Results 

 

Steppin’ Into Summer 

June 21, 2009 

Judges: Donna Richarson, Melonie Kessler 

Training Level Test 1 Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Charlotte Le Vecque Ivanna Dance 58.696% 

2 Lisa Copeland Vollendam 52.174% 

3 Karla Mason Oliver 41.739% 

Training Level Test 1 Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Angelica Oliver-Mays Pokey Passer 62.609% 

2 Makenna Spencer Prince Albert 61.739% 

3 Morgan Spencer Makin Magic 61.304% 

Training Level Test 2 Amateur 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Lisa Copeland Vollendam 61.429% 

2 Charlotte Le Vecque Ivanna Dance 60.000% 

3 Karla Mason Oliver 48.214% 

Training Level Test 2 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Makenna Spencer Prince Albert 66.429% 

2 Angelica Oliver-Mays Pokey Passer 65.357% 

3 Morgan Spencer Makin Magic 60.357% 

Training Level Test 3 Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Kimberly Hudson Watts Zinca 69.600% 

2 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 61.200% 

3 Erin Morris Cassius 60.400% 

4 Beatrice Whiteley Havanne de Ballard 56.800% 

Training Level Test 3 Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Kristin Hanson Azure's Standing Ovation 61.200% 

2 Brianna Whetstone Zip Codes Suzzie 56.400% 

Training Level Test 4 Amateur 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Kimberly Hudson Watts Zinca 69.200% 

2 Kathryn Whiteley Trynke Van Biensma 63.600% 

3 Erin Morris Cassius 63.200% 

3 Beatrice Whiteley Havanne de Ballard 63.200% 

5 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 60.800% 

Training Level Test 4 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Kristin Hanson Azure's Standing Ovation 61.200% 

2 Brianna Whetstone Zip Codes Suzzie 58.800% 

First Level Test 1 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Jena Bengtson Mi-Little Amigo 64.667% 

First Level Test 1 Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Rachel Friedrichs Nathaniels Quest 64.333% 

2 Jeff Shirley Fenian 64.000% 

3 Kathryn Whiteley Trynke Van Biensma 61.000% 

4 Mylene Chow Picasso VDA 61.000% 

5 Pam McVicar Bella Regala 55.667% 

First Level Test 1 Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Morgan Spencer My Mahogany Jet Set 58.333% 

2 Kathryn Keegan Hesakiah 55.667% 

First Level Test 2 Amateur 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Susanne Lanini Just In Kayce 62.778% 

2 Rachel Friedrichs Nathaniels Quest 61.111% 

3 Mylene Chow Picasso VDA 58.889% 

First Level Test 2 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Kathryn Keegan Hesakiah 61.111% 

2 Erin McKechnie Springwater Mystic Moon 60.000% 

3 Morgan Spencer My Mahogany Jet Set 58.056% 

First Level Test 3 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Gayle Smith Pescador ESF 73.143% 

First Level Test 3 Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Susanne Lanini Just In Kayce 61.714% 

2 Jeff Shirley Fenian 60.571% 

First Level Test 3 Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Erin McKechnie Springwater Mystic Moon 62.571% 

2 Gabriella Rocco Kokopelli 60.000% 

3 Olivia Jones Marvin Grey 56.571% 

First Level Test 4 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Gayle Smith Pescador ESF 69.211% 

2 Jena Bengtson Mi-Little Amigo 65.263% 

First Level Test 4 Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Susanne Lanini Just In Kayce 64.737% 

2 Anna M Beal Wicked Willa 60.000% 

First Level Test 4 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Gabriella Rocco Kokopelli 58.421% 

2 Olivia Jones Marvin Grey 55.526% 

Second Level Test 1 Amateur 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Anna M Beal Wicked Willa 61.316% 

Second Level Test 3 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Jena Bengtson Random Encounter 60.698% 

Second Level Test 3 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Hayley Buckingham Jubilee 60.465% 

Second Level Test 4 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Jena Bengtson Random Encounter 60.714% 

Second Level Test 4 Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Brianne Kaak Phantom of the Opera 63.333% 

Third Level Test 1 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Brianne Kaak Phantom of the Opera 61.282% 

Third Level Test 2 Amateur 
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(C) Richardson, 

1 Lauren Wetzel Trooper 64.615% 

Third Level Test 2 Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Hayley Buckingham Jubilee 60.513% 

Third Level Test 3 Amateur 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Lauren Wetzel Trooper 67.907% 

Prix St. Georges Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Alexa Rodriguez Fidelius 59.474% 

Dressage Seat Equitation JR/YR 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Morgan Spencer Makin Magic 75.000% 

2 Brianna Whetstone Zip Codes Suzzie 74.000% 

3 Brianne Kaak Phantom of the Opera 73.000% 

4 Kathryn Keegan Hesakiah 70.000% 

5 Makenna Spencer Prince Albert 69.000% 

Karyn DeAndrade Jubilee 66.000% 

Olivia Jones Marvin Grey 64.000% 

Dressage Seat Equitation AA 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 66.000% 

2 Susanne Lanini Just In Kayce 64.000% 

Intro Level Test A Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Susan Kirsten Rehfeld Theodore 40.500% 

Intro Level Test A Jr/Yr 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Haley Fuchs Breezy 56.500% 

2 Karyn DeAndrade Jubilee 56.000% 

Intro Level Test B Amateur 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Susan Kirsten Rehfeld Theodore 63.500% 

Intro Level Test B Jr/Yr 

(C) Kessler, 

1 Haley Fuchs Breezy 63.500% 

2 Karyn DeAndrade Jubilee 56.000% 

Materiale - Fillies and Mares Amateur 

(C) Richardson, 

1 Kimberly Hudson Watts Zinca 74.900% 

High Point Winners 

Amateur Kimberly Hudson Zinca Tr-3 69.600% 

Jr/YR Makenna Spencer Prince Albert Tr-2 66.428% 

Open Gayle Smith Pescador ESF 1 st-3 73.142% 

 

 

Midsummer’s Day Dressage 

August 2, 2009 

Judge: Louise Koch 

 Training Level Test 1 Amateur    

 1 Darla Cleveland Jannes (Yan-nez) 61.739% 

 2 Karla Mason Oliver 50.870% 

 Training Level Test 1 Jr/Yr    

 1 Brianna Whetstone Zip Codes Suzzie 59.130% 

 Training Level Test 2    

 1 Silke Hillmer McDonnel Kestrel 64.643% 

 Training Level Test 2 Jr/Yr    

 1 Morgan Spencer Bemotional 45.357% 

 Training Level Test 3    

 1 Silke Hillmer McDonnel Kestrel 68.800% 

 2 Brenna Girard Storm 66.000% 

 3 Rachel Bingle WH Destined To Be 62.800% 

 Training Level Test 3 Amateur    

 1 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 64.400% 

 2 Beatrice Whiteley Havanne de Ballard 59.200% 

 3 Maria Michaelson Topaz 55.600% 

 4 Lisa Copeland Marilyn's Victor 54.800% 

 Training Level Test 3 Jr/Yr    

 1 Karlie Pardue Gustav 66.400% 

 2 Angelica Oliver-Mays Pokey Passer 64.400% 

 2 Makenna Spencer Prince Albert 64.400% 

 4 Kaylie Nester Jolie 57.600% 

 Training Level Test 4    

 1 Brenna Girard Storm 68.000% 

 2 Rachel Bingle WH Destined To Be 66.800% 

 2 Darcy Tonto-Zemp First Champagne 66.800% 

 Training Level Test 4 Amateur   

 1 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 61.600% 

 2 Beatrice Whiteley Havanne de Ballard 60.000% 

 3 Maria Michaelson Topaz 53.200% 

 3 Lisa Copeland Marilyn's Victor 53.200% 

 Training Level Test 4 Jr/Yr    

  1 Karlie Pardue Gustav 64.000% 

  2 Kaylie Nester Jolie 60.400% 

  3  Angelica Oliver-Mays Pokey Passer 60.400% 

  4 Makenna Spencer Prince Albert 59.600% 

 First Level Test 1    

 1 Darcy Tonto-Zemp First Champagne 63.000% 

First Level Test 1 Amateur 

 1 Jeff Shirley Fenian 64.000% 

 2 Rachel Friedrichs Nathaniels Quest 60.333% 

 First Level Test 1 Jr/Yr    

 1 Kathryn Keegan Hesakiah 62.667% 

 2 Ronnie Kirk Midnight Moon 58.000% 

 First Level Test 2 Amateur    

 1 Rachel Friedrichs Nathaniels Quest 63.611% 

 2 Kathy Dodson Pedro 59.167% 

 First Level Test 2 Jr/Yr   

 1 Kathryn Keegan Hesakiah 63.611% 

 2 Ronnie Kirk Midnight Moon 62.222% 

 First Level Test 3 Jr/Yr    

 1 Sarah Fuentes Trooper 65.714% 

 2 Julissa Hoogeveen  Edge Out 65.143% 

 3 Olivia Jones Marvin Grey 58.857% 

 4 Alexis Vega Rama Shamanzata 57.429% 

 First Level Test 4 Amateur    

 1 Jeff Shirley Fenian 62.105% 

 First Level Test 4 Jr/Yr    

 1 Julissa Hoogeveen Edge Out 65.526% 

 2 Sarah Fuentes Trooper 65.000% 

 3 Olivia Jones Marvin Grey 55.789% 
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 4 Alexis Vega Rama Shamanzata 53.684% 

 Second Level Test 3    

 1 Corine Hill Prodigy 65.581% 

 Second Level Test 4    

 1 Corine Hill Prodigy 67.381% 

 Third Level Test 2 Jr/Yr  

 1 Hayley Buckingham Jubilee 64.615% 

 Third Level Test 3 Jr/Yr 

 1 Hayley Buckingham Jubilee 64.884% 

 Dressage Seat Equitation JR/YR 

 1 Julissa Hoogeveen Edge Out 70.000% 

 2 Morgan Spencer Bemotional 65.000% 

 3 Angelica Oliver-Mays Pokey Passer 60.000% 

 Dressage Seat Equitation AA 

 1 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 60.500% 

 FEI Freestyle Test of Choice   

 1 Sandy Harper Rockette DG 65.250% 

 Intro Level Test A  Jr/Yr    

 1 Amber Espy RA Kharismic Danse 65.500% 

 Intro Level Test B  Amateur    

 1 Darla Cleveland Jannes (Yan-nez) 69.000% 

 Intro Level Test B Jr/Yr    

 1 Amber Espy RA Kharismic Danse 62.500% 

 

 

Dressage Divas!! 

 

-- the way we all started! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rosie’s 

WorkWear for 

women 

 

 

www.rosiesworkwear.com 

Azure Farms 

Dressage, Hunters & Jumpers 

www.azurefarms.net 

 

Peggy Hosking 

951-258-7178 

azurefarms@sbcglobal.net 

www.rosiesworkwear.com 
www.azurefarms.net
mailto:azurefarms@sbcglobal.net 
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Betsy Steiner Clinic – Moving up the Levels 
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If you ask the average American what they did on the 4

th

 of July, they will answer, “went to a BBQ and 

watched some fireworks.”  Not 12 lucky riders and 25 auditors from Southern California.  On this 

gorgeous holiday weekend, they attended a dressage clinic with World Cup rider and member of the US 

Olympic Committee, Betsy Steiner, in Norco, California.  Betsy is well known for her well balanced, 

effortless Grand Prix rides.  The harmony she displays comes largely from the work she has done 

developing core muscle groups to assist the rider in subtle and effective communication with the horse.   

Betsy helped each rider obtain better 

responsiveness from her horse through more 

effective use of her seat and leg while at the 

same time, rewarding the horse with the use of 

less hand.  The horses ranged from six months 

under saddle and never having had an outing to 

seasoned Prix St. Georges horses.  Riders and 

auditors were comprised of a mix of 

professionals and amateur riders.  At the end of 

the three day clinic, it seemed as is most horses 

wanted to give Betsy a grateful nuzzle for 

improving the communication between the rider 

and the horse, making each ride a more 

harmonious and pleasant ride. 

 

Betsy also demonstrated that you can be the top in your sport, but still be kind and generous.  She  

graciously shared her time and knowledge with 

riders and auditors alike.  She was careful to 

point out the correct aid or movement when 

demonstrated properly so that the auditors could 

really learn what we strive to achieve.  Betsy’s 

positive attitude was infectious.  Riders and 

auditors commented that this was one of the 

most upbeat, positive and productive clinics 

they’d seen in Southern California and that they 

couldn’t wait for Betsy to come back.  Well, the 

good news is . . . she’ll be back October 9 – 11, 

2009.  For more info on participating in the next 

clinic, please see www.azurefarms.net or e-mail 

peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net . 

The Clinic was hosted by the Pomona Chapter of 

California Dressage Society and Peggy Hosking of Azure Farms in Norco, California. 

Sonia Regenfuss shares her Betsy Steiner Clinic experience:  

I have been truly blessed in having the right trainer push me at the right time like David Wightman and 

Kathleen Raine who showed me how to ride at the very beginning, Laurie Falvo Doyle who taught me 

how to be a thoughtful rider and presently  Wendy Fuire who has helped me to enjoy showing and soften 

my riding. Then the opportunity to ride with Betsy Steiner was made available to me through the Pomona 

CDS chapter. It has been a long road to rehabilitate my mare Fabiola from a fall. The Betsy Steiner clinic 

Lauren Wetzel on Trooper 

Linda Walz on Oscar 

www.azurefarms.net
mailto:peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net
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appeared when I was at a crossroads and I was not sure if Fabiola could proceed again with training. 

The clinic reinvigorated me that Fabiola can do dressage. 

 

On the first day and each preceding day, Betsy would ask me what I would like to work on. I explained 

that during my rehabilitation time I had lost my contact thus developing a crutch of very busy hands. So 

to my delight we started working on my position at walk, trot and canter. Movements are not an issue for 

me or my horse at this time because we needed to resolidify our basics. During my lessons Betsy 

reconfirmed that solid basics are the foundation for all of dressage. I experienced this first hand in how 

as I mastered the basics how easy the riding became. So during the clinic I focused on quieting my 

hands, reestablishing my contact and enlightening me to how my upper knee to hip can be used.   

Fabiola in turn showed us just what she could still do. 

   

Betsy is truly adept at the skill of getting the best out of your horse and the rider with kindness and 

positive comments that push you beyond what you think you can do. I wait eagerly ride to ride with her 

again and hope  to get help on my Tempi changes. Thank you Betsy Steiner for your advice. Thank you 

Peggy Hosking for hosting this clinic. Peggy I think Fabiola enjoyed her stall and she would have stayed 

if she had a choice. 

 

Stephanie Field shares her Betsy Steiner experience:  

 I wanted to make sure you know how much I appreciate the opportunity to ride with Betsy Steiner this 

past weekend. There is so much that goes into putting on a clinic that I sincerely appreciate all the effort 

Jennifer, her husband and you did behind the scenes to make the weekend such a success.  Both my 

lessons with Betsy were just fabulous.  Not only did I enjoy riding in my own lesson but I thoroughly 

enjoyed watching all the other lessons during the clinic.  Betsy's background of pilates helped me find a 

more secure position on my horse when he wasn't keen on keeping all four of his feet on the ground due 

to his new surroundings.   

In our lessons Betsy gave us helpful exercises to work on straightening,strengthening and suppleness 

which will improve our scores as we move up the levels. Over the course of the weekend my horse 

became straighter due to Betsy's constant reminder about using the outside rein effectively. The various 

exercises made the horse more engaged and in tune to my aids which was key in getting him to forget 

about the donkeys next door.  What I found interesting was that my horse came out the second day right 

were we left off at the end of the first lesson. He was just as supple as I had ended the previous lesson 

and much straighter than where we began the day before.  By the end of the clinic through the exercises 

Betsy put us through my horse who has been showing training level was doing respectable second level 

work and even touching on some of the third level requirements. Betsy's method of training and her 

teaching style is very easy to build upon and I found it is easy to continue along the same path the next 

day when I was working on my own.  There is no better feeling than what I felt on my horse this weekend 

of him honestly stretching into the reins, swinging through his back and stepping energetically from 

behind.  So thank you Peggy and Jennifer for providing the opportunity for me and my horse to ride with 

such a wonderful instructor as Betsy Steiner.   

Mid Hoppenrath shares her Betsy Steiner clinic experience: 

I had a great time at your clinic. Just wanted to ask you if you could pass along this note to Betsy. I 

started reading her book last night, and this morning, I tried the first exercises (counting the footfalls in 

each gait). I am only a training level rider, and I only started riding a few years ago obviously as an adult. 

 I had a lot of work to do to keep my horse, an 11-year-old Egyptian Arab, in an even rhythm at the walk. 

 He had suffered an injury to his sacroiliac joint years ago, and other trainers had told me he would likely 

never be consistent (I had bought him for trail riding, so this didn’t worry me at the time). To my delight, 

when I asked for the trot, he started in an even rhythm! First time ever! I had just never realized that I 

could set the rhythm! I wanted to tell Betsy that we are already benefitting greatly from her book! 
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Rider Subsidy Awards  

By Andrea Jackson 

 

Three rider subsidies were awarded during the second quarter.  Andrea Jackson, Kim Watts and Anna 

Beal all received help from the Pomona Chapter after participating in different clinics.  The next deadline 

to apply for a rider subsidy is September 30

th

.  If chosen, riders who apply may receive up to half of their 

clinic costs, paid by the Pomona Chapter. 

 

Andrea Jackson rode with Debbie McDonald.  This is her story of her adventure! 

 

The phone rang mid-afternoon on Friday the 20

th

. On the other end of the line I heard “We have had a 

drop-out in tomorrow’s Debbie McDonald clinic, can you and your horse be here at noon for an afternoon 

ride?” WOW! One phone call later to Jim Tice to arrange the transportation, and I was ready to roll. I only 

had the opportunity to watch a few of the rides before it was my turn. But when it was my turn, I got 

better results out of the hour we worked than any other clinic I have ever participated in! 

 

Debbie quickly sized up my position first. “Shoulders back, and hands low” was a mantra she repeated 

throughout my lesson. My young Oldenburg gelding has developed a habit of leaning on the bit and reins 

and pulling me forward and out of the saddle. Debbie was relentless, in reminding me NOT to allow him 

to do this. Rather than “arguing” with him on a straight line, when he was being resistant she had me 

move into a few steps of shoulder in, or a circle, so that his leaning and my resisting did not become a 

pulling match. When in a lateral position, or on a circle I could “attack with my legs until I made a 

difference,” while keeping my shoulders back, and hands low. He gave in with much less effort on my 

part. 

 

The second big takeaway for me was a different approach to my half-halts. My horse is a little on the lazy 

side, and he generally thinks that my half halt means “slow down,” instead of “engage.”  After watching, 

Debbie likened what I was doing to pushing on the gas pedal of the car, while keeping the brake on. She 

watched me ask him to go forward with my legs, but I was keeping him held too tightly-too cramped to 

really allow him to move freely. The first thing she had me do was to make sure that my reins were short 

enough that if I rolled my shoulders back and down that the reins would shorten a little. She advised that 

if my shoulder movement did not accomplish taking up on the reins, then the reins were probably too 

long. Then she had me move my shoulders back, put my legs on, and then give slightly and “go.”  

Sounds fairly simple if you break it down. It worked really well as I rode around and she called out to me 

“shoulders, legs, give/go.”  Showbiz obliged by stepping up to the bridle, taking up the slight ease in the 

reins with energy. After several times around, and many repetitions, just the “shoulders back” had him 

anticipating slightly, and engaging his hind legs to get ready for what was coming next.  That was the 

point.  

 

And the last thing I would offer was something she said at different times in my lesson, as well in the few 

other rides that I watched previously. She said we have to be careful not to keep repeating something 

that is not working. If what you are doing is not achieving the result you need, try something else! If you 

are kicking to get your horse to go, and he is not going, then you need to try something else. (In my case 

at one point she took a lunge whip, and had me ride around her in a circle, and she helped to remind him 

to keep going). In another case, for a horse that was running through the rider’s hands, she had the rider 

make repeated turns from the second track to the rail, so the rider could use the rail and the turn to get 

her horse to pay more attention to her.  I think we all make that mistake, and it was a good reminder to 

seek out an alternative if what you are trying is not working. 

 

I had a video made of my lesson, which I always try to do in a clinic, so that I can take the lesson over 

and over again, and apply the exercises and strategies into my everyday work. Watching the horse that 

was in the video, he had such activity and self-carriage that I could not believe he was my horse.  I have 
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always been a fan of Debbie’s from afar, but actually having the opportunity to ride with her, I have an 

even deeper level of respect for her ability to identify and solve problems, and really help the horses to 

work in a through and connected way!  

 

Kim Watts and Anna Beal travelled up to Hanford to ride with Willy Arts. 

I am Kim Watts and have been a member of CDS for over 18 years.  During that time, I have ridden 

many horses (some more wonderful than others), met many fantastic people, and learned how much I 

still don't know.   I started my last horse as a three year old and sold him after competing him through 

Prix St. Georges. I have my bronze medal and am one score away from my silver.  Some of the more 

fantastic people I have met are volunteers:  I know this from having worked alongside them.  I was a 

board member for 5 years.  During that time I served in various positions including secretary for 2 years.  

More recently I have volunteered at shows and for the L-program.   

 

Currently, I am bringing along my five year old Dutch mare.  I plan on taking her to the RAAC show at 

training level and training for the Futurities next year.  I will also consider the 6 year old FEI tests.  In  

order to achieve my goals I know that I need to work with the right people. 

 

One of the best, I believe, is Willy Arts.  On June 6 and 7th, I had the opportunity to take Zinca to DG Bar 

in Hanford.   We worked first on straightness. Straightness is required for all movements:  Also, the purity 

of the gait is affected if the horse is crooked, and flying changes require that the horse be straight.  If this 

seems easy enough, try riding down center line and looking in the mirror.  Next circle and turn while 

keeping the horse even and straight to the bend.  Which brings us to connection.   

 

Zinca was encouraged to take the connection by working on the circle.  She was asked to step to the 

outside to connect and then move forward in any gait.  In connection, Zinca rounded more over her back. 

took longer steps with more suspension.  As these two things came together the elusive self-carriage 

was apparent.  According to Willie, if the horse can do these things the "tricks" will be easy.  It is the 

basics that need to be established and confirmed with each training session.  Also (according to Willie), if 

the horse is unclear or lacks confidence in the movements, it is pilot error.  It is not the horses fault! 

 

As I ride and work my horse, I keep these things in mind.  Having competed through PSG, I love the 

tricks.  But I will take my time to establish these basics before moving forward. I truly enjoy competing 

and want to show my horse to her best. 

 

Anna Beal:  

I enjoyed my clinic with Willy Arts.  I took a 7 year old dutch gelding named Viktor.  We worked on 

gaining confidence between the horse and rider.  The main topic of the ride was making the horse go 

forward on the aids, and being able to move him sideways off leg without resistance.  Willy feels this is 

the key to making this horse a successful dressage horse.  Gaits and ability to perform the upper level 

movements are easily within this horse’s ability.  I need to improve my communication, and gain his 

confidence to always go forward without resistance.  

 

My goal with Viktor this season is to attend some schooling shows to help him gain experience in the 

ring.  We spent 4 weeks on the lunge (recommended by Willy) working on going sideways and forward 

on the aids.  I have also utilized a ground person to encourage his understanding of forward. It is not a 

simple process to fix, and we will continue to work with Willy on a monthly basis. 
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Gayle Smith 

 

Now Available 

For Dressage 

Lessons & Clinics 

Gayle Smith (951) 354-0103 

 

“Gayle has a very calm and encouraging 

demeanor when she teaches which 

affords horse and rider the best training 

environment to work in.” 

 

 

 

B & E Feed Store 

Norco, CA 

www.bandefeed.com 

www.bandefeed.com 
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Pomona Chapter Volunteer Wins Dressage Online Subscription 

 

 

By Marsha Carey 

 

Do you love waiting for the latest Dressage DVD to be published?  Always searching YouTube for riding 

and training videos?  Have a large library of how-to-improve-your-riding tips?  If so, Dressage Training 

Online might be the perfect site for you!  I was the lucky winner of a free month's subscription to 

Dressage Training Online.  For someone who is able to spend time in front of the computer, the site is 

fantastic!  It is simple to use; you don't have to navigate like crazy to find what you are looking for.  For 

those of us that might be able to sneak in some computer time at work, maybe during a lunch break, a 

headset might be required. Though there are several articles about dressage training, the videos are 

what this site is all about.  The first video I watched was a rider going through an actual test with the 

judge discussing each movement, giving a score and the rationale for that particular score.  Watching the 

test was so helpful that I spend an hour just watching and learning from tests.  But without the stress!  It 

was as though I was sitting there right next to the judge, and getting her full insights.  Besides the judging 

section, there is a training section.  Trainers such as Jan Brink, Courtney King, Jean Bemelmans, Katrin 

Bettenworth, Janet Brown-Foy, Hilda Gurney and many more focus on everything you can imagine from 

proper bend, straightness, relaxation, Half Halt, rein usage, seat position, and neck position.  Watching 

these training videos was almost like auditing a clinic.  The site also includes specialty content such as 

videos of the riding from the 2009 world cup, and many other equestrian games, a worldwide trainer 

directory and listings of dressage horses for sale.   I sure enjoyed my free month of this site.  If you think 

this might be for you, check it out at www.dressagetrainingnline.com.   

 

MidSummer’s Day 

Volunteers: 

 

Greg Brinton 

Tiffany Kell-Brinton 

Lauren Wetzel 

Jill and Jeff Shirley 

Joanne Gentry-Ebert 

Anna Beal 

Pam McVicar 

Wendy West  

Angel Braach 

Julissa Hoogeven 

Nabby  

Susan Kirsten-Rehfield 

Judi Cokliss 

Morgan Spencer 

Makenna Spencer 

Mr. and Mrs. Spencer 

Kim Watts 

Meredith Berrier 

Karen Buckingham 

Amy Miller 

Kathryn Keegan 

 

 

 

 

 

Four Volunteer Hours 

Completed as of 8/24/2009 

 

Anna Beal 

Jena Bengston 

Carmela Bozulich 

Angel Braach 

Tiffany Kell Brinton 

Haylee Buckingham 

Marsha Carey 

Mylene Chow 

Darla Cleveland 

Patricia Closson 

Judi Cokliss 

Christie Cooper 

Shelley Devine 

Kathy Dodson 

Kathy Doyel 

Amber Espy 

Rachel Friedrichs 

Sarah Fuentes 

Wendy Fuire 

Joanne Gentry-Ebert 

Julie Haefner 

Julissa Hoogeveen 

Peggy Hosking 

Andrea Jackson 

Janet Jones 

Olivia Jones 

Brianne Kaak  

Kathryn Keegan 

Darlene Lacy 

Susanne Lanini 

Regina Lynch 

Marcia Mayeda 

Pam McVicar 

Maria Michaelson 

Amy Miller 

Andrea Montgomery 

Jennifer Mulgrew 

Heather Neely 

Kaylie Nester 

Angelica Oliver-Mays 

Karen O’Niell 

Jan Rainey 

Sonia Regenfuss 

Susan Kirsten Rehfeld 

Jeff Shirley 

Gayle Smith 

Morgan Spencer 

Makenna Spencer 

Christine Stevens 

Krystal Stronks 

Erin Vallerino 

Kimberly Hudson-Watts 

Wendy West 

Lauren Wetzel

www.dressagetrainingnline.com
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CDS-POMONA CHAPTER STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 

 

30 June 2009 

 

Ending Balance 12.31.08      17,995.43 

 

INCOME: 

 2009 L-Program      6,550.00 

 Spring Fling Show Entries     4,080.00 

 2009 Volunteer Hours/Dodson       100.00 

 2009 Sponsorship/Gayle Smith       120.00 

 2009 Biomechanics Clinic - Grant               1,000.00 

 2009 Biomechanics Clinic - Auditors       417.85 

 2009 Biomechanics Clinic – Participants   1,235.00 

 2009 Sponsorship/Azure Farms         60.00 

 2009 Newsletter Ad/Stacey-Fittock Stables        80.00 

 2009 Junior Donations                                                               850.00 

 Steppin’ into Summer Entries               6, 382.00 

  Subtotal:                                                                   20, 874.85 

                   

 

TOTAL INCOME:                38,870.28 

 

EXPENSES: 

 Office Expenses   $   2,018.22 

 Educational Expenses   $   7,425.09 

 Show Expenses   $   8,999.12 

 HOLD: Jr Avail Funds  $   1,468.76 

 HOLD: Jr Stipends   $      950.00  

      $ 20,861.19 

   

TOTAL EXPENSES:    $ 20, 861.19         

 

Ending Balance 06.30.09      $ 18, 009.09 

 

Available Balance 06.30.09*      $ 15,590.33   

 

 Available balance EXCLUDES Junior Funds  

 

 

 

www. Thriftyhorse.com 

Eco sun Pool Heaters 

www.toddsolar.com 

www.toddsolar.com 
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Chapter News – Adventures in Colorado 

 

By: Marsha Carey 

 

My friend and fellow Pomona Chapter CDS member, Jena Bengtson and I were wondering one day what 

it would be like to ride our dressage horses over REAL cross country trails - such as those in the wild 

forests of the Colorado Rocky Mountains.  It just so happened that my hubby, Bill and I were already 

planning a trip to Lake City, Co.  We decided to pack up our three horses for a week long adventure. 

 Adventure it really was, we discovered on our very first trail ride.  

 

This first ride (to acclimate the horses) was supposed to be an easy little ride with beautiful views.  It 

turned out to be a mountain with a 45 degree incline.  That would have been okay except we were in the 

wilderness so; of course, the trails were not maintained well.  Actually the trails were not maintained 

period.  This is the Rocky Mountain wilderness, after all.   Our dressage horses quickly 

transformed to mountain goats.  We dodged huge, wide forest shrubs, wound through Aspen groves, 

slipped over rocky terrain. After climbing what seemed like forever but was actually only a few hundred 

feet, we came to an area with many fallen trees that were impossible to go around.  We sort 

of scampered and jumped over them.  Randy (Jena's Arabian) slipped on the soft ground while jumping, 

lost his footing and landed straddled on the log, scraping up the inside of his thighs.  He didn't get hurt 

too badly, luckily. While we were riding, we were also searching for antlers.  We had been told to look 

close to the shrubs and at the bottom of trees, as that is where the elk and deer rub their antlers off.  An 

antler memento of this beautiful ride would be just the thing!  After searching every shrub we came 

across, we finally found the bones of a deer leg.  Not quite an antler, but it was still pretty neat.  The hoof 

was still attached, as well as the ligaments and joints.  I laid it just behind the back of my saddle and I 

don't think that Nemo (my Haflinger pony) minded too much when the hoof kept slipping down and 

kicking him in the side.  Later we came across lots of bones.  Femurs, jaw bones (with the teeth still 

attached) and even skulls.  No antlers, though.  When we saw the deer fur covering a wide area in a 

little gully, with bones all around, we realized that there was a very good possibility that we were right in 

the middle of a deer killing ground.  Not such a wise place to be.  Especially at dusk.  We headed back 

home, straight down the mountain (and I thought going up was scary, yikes!) to safety. 

 

The next day, Jena and I decided to find a safer place to ride so we thought we'd scope out a place 

called Big Blue that someone had told us was just around the corner.  We'd been told that we could just 

ride along the road to the entrance. Not really trusting the person who told us, we thought we'd better 

drive over and take a look.  Since it was raining and we couldn't ride anyway, we took a drive. 

 The entrance to Big Blue was not just around the corner, however.  After about a three mile drive, we 

found the entrance.  Turning up the dirt road, we thought we'd drive in a bit and make sure that we 

could actually park a horse trailer.  The dirt road quickly became a slippery muddy messy road.  Not so 

bad except there was a mountain on one side and a cliff on the other.  Did I mention that this was a 

one lane road, about 10 feet wide?  We drove a bit looking for a parking area when we saw a sign that 

read, "Big Blue 12."  At that point we realized that the parking area for Big Blue was twelve miles 

further up this slimy, drenched road.  It was really more of a path than a road.   We decided it was about 

time to find a wide enough area to turn around.  Did I mention that no one back at the ranch knew 

where we were?  We had gone to town to eat an early dinner and had been headed home when we 

decided to check out Big Blue. Bill was expecting us home but we figured a quick little detour to make 

sure tomorrow's ride would be safe was a good idea.  The road widened a few feet but it was clearly not 

quite enough room to turn around.  A bit further on we saw a widened area.  Not really enough room to 

turn around but still a bit wider than the previous area.  We decided to give it a try since it would have 

probably taken 45 minutes to go those 12 miles.  Jena got out guiding me while I backed up since the 

widened area of the road was on the cliff side.  With her help, I was able to back up a few feet.  I turned 

the wheel and began to go forward when I heard Jena warn, "Don't drive into the ditch!" as I drove into 

the ditch.  Yikes!  My front bumper was now jammed against the mountain. Naturally I backed out, or at 
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least attempted to back out.  As the tires spun us deeper and deeper into the mud, we both realized that 

getting out of the ditch was not going to be as easy as simply backing up.  I got out of the truck (did I 

mention that we were driving a borrowed truck?) and someone began snapping our pictures with bright 

flash photography.  Jena and I wondered who would be doing such a thing instead of helping out when 

we realized that it had been a huge flash of lightening!  Luckily, it missed us. 

 

We though we'd better call for help and took out our cell phones. What were we thinking?  There was not 

even a slight signal up there. We debated placing things under the tires to help unstick them from the 

mud, but there was nothing around.  Jena thought about pulling up little muddy shrubs and I was ready 

to begin using the clothing on my back to put under those tires when I remembered that the truck had 

4 wheel drive!  Everyone in this little mountain town drives 4 wheel drive vehicles (we could see why).  I 

jumped back into the truck and began moving all the levers trying to figure out how to get the vehicle into 

4 wheel drive, without the visual clarity from my glasses.  The last 4 wheel drive vehicle I drove was an 

International Scout Harvester in the 70s and you had to move levers inside the vehicle then get out and 

switch a lever on the tires.  Where were the levers in this truck?  Jena jumped in and found the button 

that you push to get into 4 wheel drive.  She pushed the button and we were ready!  I got in, put the truck 

into reverse and gunned the engine. We leaped out of the ditch and flew backwards.  Jena closed her 

eyes as she imagined me sailing off the cliff in the borrowed truck. 

 

Luckily I stopped in time, got turned around, stayed in 4 wheel drive and we managed to get safely back 

onto the main road. 

 

We did NOT ride at Big Blue but found a beautiful grove of Aspen trees to ride through the following day. 

And the day after that, and the day after that, as well!  And we didn't have to ride along the road or trailer 

the horses to get there. The trails were very steep but amazingly beautiful.  Green everywhere with 

spectacular views. Even though Nemo gets worked very hard 4-5 days a week, and is in great shape, he 

needed to stop every 6 - 10 feet to rest in the high altitude. Randy, who also gets worked, was able to 

last a little longer, being an Arab, and Shenandoah (hubby's foxtrotter) seemed like he could plod on 

forever.  Very slowly, though. All three horses loved the trails even with all the stopping and resting to 

catch their breath. That was a switch for me - in the arena it is always me panting with exhaustion and 

needing to catch my breath!  

 

Even though our horses had a huge, grassy pasture in which to live while in Colorado, I think they were 

quite content to get home to their dressage arenas! 
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RAAC Results! 

By Anna Beal 

 

Kim Watts and I decided in April that we would qualify our horses and go the RAAC Championship Show 

over the 4

th

 of July weekend.   The economy has had it affect on both of our lives and we wanted to do 

something that was fun, not expensive and easy to qualify.  We had heard from previous members how 

much they had enjoyed the show. With this in mind we both were able to qualify our horses at the April 

and June chapter shows. 

 

Traditionally we have a big party on the 4

th

 of July morning.  The OPA Community parade goes past our 

house.  We have breakfast, mimosas and bloody marys’ for all our friends.  This year my husband Kurt is 

working in Iraq.  It did not seem right to have a celebration without him.  Therefore the RAAC show was a 

good option for the holiday. 

 

We started very early on the 4

th

.  Kim had a 7:48 A.M. ride.  The show on Saturday was an LA Chapter 

show.  The classes were very large.  Kim had a 71% ride in Training Level Test 4 and was  only 2

nd

.  I 

won a large First Level Test 1V class with a 67.5%.   I was very proud of my young horse Willa.  She can 

be very tense and nervous, but on Saturday she stayed relaxed and was wonderful.  However we 

cleared the warm-up ring before my Second Level Ride.  An empty trailer hit the speed bumps next to 

the warm-up ring.  We were very happy with our horses. 

 

Sunday was the RAAC Championship classes.  Kim rode in Training Level-elite and I rode in First Level-

elite.  Kim’s mare Zinca had a very nice test.  However Zinca is only 5 years old and not always steady.  

The judge commented on her young age as she was competing against older seasoned show horses.  

Kim missed 3

rd

 place by a point.  However she did get to ride in the victory round.  The mare has a great 

future. 

 

I rode a horse that I bred and trained.  Willa has only shown a few times and I am still trying to find the 

best warm-up and routine to keep her relaxed and quiet in the show ring.  She was super on Sunday.  I 

had another good ride on her.  Kathy Doyle was also in the class with Nautique.  Willa and I won the First 

Level class and the Championship.  It was a blast to gallop her in the victory round. I also tied for the 

roses award. Andrea Jackson on ShowBiz was Reserve Champion in the Second Level-elite class. 

Overall Kim and I had a super show.  

 

The show was well run, footing was good, show personnel were helpful and, everyone seemed to be 

having a good time.  It is fun and I wish the show was better attended.  The prizes were great.  It is a 

wonderful opportunity for amateur riders.  They have a novice and elite division.  Hopefully next year we 

will have more chapter members participating.     

 

RAAC Results 

 

 

 

 

 

Training Level (Elite) First Level (Novice)  First Level (Elite) Second Level (Elite)  

4th place Kim Watts 3rd Place Lynda Harness 1st place Anna Beal 2nd place Andrea Jackson 

      2nd place Kathy Doyle  

 

Second Level (elite) 

2nd place Andrea Jackson 
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Community Board   

 

FOR SALE 

Petrie Dressage Boots with Zipper, used but with some remaining life $100  Ariat Dressage Boots no 

Zipper, worn 3 – 4 times $225  Please call Peggy for sizes and measurements 951 258 7178 or 

peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net  

Rider and horse retired from competition New and Almost new Items E-mail for complete list 

getaway1940@yahoo.com or call cell 714-608-9600 

 

SUPERIOR Saddlery beautifully Handcrafted Semi-Custom Buffalo Leather saddle. Wide tree, 17.5 seat.  

Fits broad-shouldered, short-backed warmblood, small female rider 5’2” 130 lbs. Lightly used, very good 

condition, black. Was $4500 new, sell for $2750. 714/425-4921 horseyALGJ@aol.com 

 

CLINICS 

 

October 9 – 11 Betsy Steiner Clinic at Azure Farms of Norco.  Contact Peggy Hosking for details at 951-

258-7178, peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net 
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Dr. David Burgermeister 

 

Presents 

 

Epona Shoes 

The Mystery, The Magic and  

The Monumental Changes! 

 

Come and join us on September 23 rd for a power packed presentation on Epona shoes 

And their impact on your horse. 

 

Followed by a radiograph clinic on Saturday September 26 th. 

Dr. Burgermeister will discuss with you if Epona shoes can help assist your horse to 

Become a better athlete! 

 

Cost for the x-ray clinic is $250 with all proceeds donated to the Betsy Steiner clinic on October 9 – 11. 

Call Peggy Hosking at 951-258-7178 

Or email at peggyhosking@sbcglobal.net  

 

CDS-Pomona Chapter 

2712 Amherst 

Fullerton, CA  92831 
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